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Concepts addressed: 
Reading and understanding major works of recent American and British literature including 
comparing and interpreting, literary terminology, genres, stylistic concerns and issues regarding 
to historical and cultural contexts 
 
 
Reading and Understanding Text 

• Postmodernism 
o Central Metaphor: Colloage  (vs. Modernism’s metaphor of the map) 
o Key Characteristics: 

 No such thing as objective reality exists (or if it does, we can’t 
really know it with any confidence). 

 All definitions and depictions of truth are largely, if not 
completely, subjective. 

 Modernism fails because of search for external point of 
reference—God, reason, science, et al. 

 Reality is a human construct—as many realities as there are 
people. 

o Shifts in View of Language (moving from modernism to postmodernism) 
 New criticism  (one correct interpretation; meaning lies in the text 

alone) 
 Structuralism  (concerned less with specific texts but more with the 

system by which we construct meaning; emphasis on structural 
relationships; conception of “texts” expands, as in a semiotic 
reading of a stop light) 

 Post structuralism & deconstruction  (many interpretations; 
meaning resides in intertextuality; truth is relative; seeks to 
identify moments of incongruity, moments where the structure 
breaks down and/or contradicts itself) 

 
• Literary Postmodernism 

o Literary postmodernism shares most characteristics of literary modernism 
(see list below).  The difference lies largely in the dominant attitude 
toward these characteristics.  While modernist writers tended to present 
society as fragmented (e.g., Eliot’s “The Waste Land”), they saw this 
condition as tragic.  Postmodern works tend to simply accept such 
fragmentation, or even celebrate it. 
 An emphasis subjectivity 
 A movement away from the apparent objectivity provided by 

omniscient third-person narrators, fixed narrative points of view, 
and clear-cut moral positions. Faulkner's multiply narrated stories 
are an example of this aspect of modernism.  

 A blurring of distinctions between genres 
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 An emphasis on fragmented forms, discontinuous narratives, and 
random-seeming collages of different materials 

 A tendency toward reflexivity, or self-consciousness, about the 
production of the work of art, so that each piece calls attention to 
its own status as a production, as something constructed and 
consumed in particular ways 

 A rejection of elaborate formal aesthetics in favor of minimalist 
designs and a rejection, in large part, of formal aesthetic theories, 
in favor of spontaneity and discovery in creation.  

 A rejection of the distinction between "high" and "low" or popular 
culture, both in choice of materials used to produce art and in 
methods of displaying, distributing, and consuming art.  

o Authors:  Thomas Pynchon, Don DeLillo, A. S. Byatt, Helen Simpson, 
Scott Cairns 
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